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bourgeois groups*. From time to time groups like the neo-
Socialist group of Marcel Deat, or individuals like Briand and
Boncour, inevitably split away from this rigid basis: and from
the first various dissidents formed the 'Republican Socialist
Party*. The Great War brought further splits, and in 1920 both
the modern Socialist and the modern Communist Party were
born by the division between the adherents of the Second and
Third Internationals within the 'United5 Socialist Party. The
French section of the Workers5 International (S.F.I.O.) be-
came the modern Socialist Party headed by Leon Blum; the
French section of the Communist International (S.F.I.C.) be-
came the modern Communist Party 3 of which Maurice Thorez
became the General Secretary. The old Socialist newspaper,
UHumanite, which Jaures had founded in 1904, became the
organ of the Communists, and in 1918 Blum founded the new
Socialist paper, Le Populaire. This split, deliberately promoted
by Lenin, was engineered at the Socialist Party Conference at
Tours in 1920. By 1922 the trade unions split in a similar way,
at the conference at Lille, into the old C.G.T. which remained
Syndicalist-Socialist, and the new Communist Confederation
Generate du Travail Unitaire (C.G.T.U.). They did not re-unite
until 1936, during the Popular Front experiment. The Left-
wing working class movement was split from top to bottom,
and French democracy was so much the weaker for the collapse
of that democratic Socialist movement which Jaures had so
laboriously and so successfully united.
And on the Left such party splits affected party organization
at every level. Rival local committees and candidates appeared
at elections, just as rival trade unions appeared in each indus-
try. The Socialist Republican Union (U.S.R.) derived from a
split of the late nineteen-twenties, when the mildest, non-
Marxist Socialists led by Renaudel combined with various
other individual dissidents, such as Briand, Boncour and Pain-
Iev6, to form a parliamentary group of ministers and former
ministers more willing than the S.F.I.O. to collaborate with
Radical governments. Socialist local committees, more system-
atically created than the Radical, found concerted expression in
the annual party conference, and the party structure was more

